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This invention relates‘ to improvements in' col 
lapsible ?ling racks. 7 

It is‘ an object of the invention to provide a 
. collapsible ?ling rack which" can be quickly as 
sembled or taken apart, and which consists only 
of flat pieces of material which'can be readily 
packed for shipment or carried from place to 
place. ‘ 

Another object of the invention is to provide 
a collapsible ?ling rack which consists of four 
?at pieces of material so shaped that when as 
sembled they form a strong and rigid stand with 
out the use of any auxiliary fastening means 
for securing the parts to one another. _ 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

vide a collapsible ?ling rack‘ which is both cheap 
and simple to manufacture. 
Having thus brie?y stated some of the ob 

jects and advantages of the invention I will 
now proceed to describe a preferred embodiment 
thereof with the aid of the accompanying draw 
ing, in which: 

Figure 1 illustrates a perspective view of the 
invention assembled and ready for use. 

Figure 2 is a perspective view showing the in 
vention only partially assembled, and 

Figures 3 and 4 are sections on the lines 3—3 
and ll—4 respectively of Figure 1. 
Figure 5 is a partial perspective View showing ‘ 

a slightly modi?ed construction of the back. 
Referring ?rst to Figures 1 to 4 of the draw 

ing, the collapsible ?ling rack consists essen 
tially of four flat pieces of material; a base 2, 
two sides 3 and 3a, and a back 4. These pieces 
are made to engage one another so that when ::. 
they are assembled they form a strong and rigid 
rack. , 

Formed in the front margin of the base 2 ad 
jacent each side thereof and parallel with the 
latter is a slot 5. The rear edge of the base 2 
is forwardly and outwardly stepped on each side 
as shown at 6. The side 5a of each step is for 
wardly and outwardly curved to merge with the 
adjacent lateral margin of the base, and the side 
8b of each step lies substantially in alignment ‘3 
with the inner face of one of the slots 5. 
Formed through the sides 3 and 3a interme 

diately of their width are slots 1 whichare pref 
erably somewhat downwardly and rearwardly in 
clined. Extending rearwardly from the back of 
the sides 3 and 3a are extensions 8a terminat 
ing in upwardly projecting tongues 8 so that 
between the latter and the rear of said sides 
recesses 9 are formed which are open at their 
upper extremities. 

(Cl. 211—184) 
A slot I0 is formed through the back 4 adjae 

cent each side thereof which extends upwardly 
from the bottom margin of the said back; and 
also provided through the back intermediately 
of its height and on each side thereof in align 
ment with the slots H! are vone or more“ sub 
stantially L-shaped slots Illa the lower portions 
of which extend laterally. outward through the 
lateral margins of the said back. 
To assemble the rack, ?rst one front corner 

of the base 2 is inserted through the slot 1 in 
one of the sides?! or 311 and the forward wall 
of‘ the said slot is engagedby the inner trans 
verse wall of the base slot 5. Then the rear 
portion of the side 3 vor 3a is swung inwardly 
into engagement with the face-6b of the step 
6 at which time the rear ‘extremity of the‘ slot 
‘1 has assumed its position in propinquity to the . 
face 6a of the step 6. Then the other side 3a 
or 3 is similarly applied to the other side of the 
base 2. 
The bottom slots ill in the back 4 are placed 

over the bottom recesses 9 and then the upper 
portion of the back 4 is moved forward so that 

. the upper tongues 8 pass through the slots Ill-a. 
Then the back is lowered into position so that 
the transverse walls of the slots l0 rest in the 
bottom recesses 91 upon the upper sides of the 
bottom extensions 8a and the opposite sides of 
these slots I0 lie adjacent the inner and outer 
faces of the sides 3 and 3a; and the transverse 
walls of the slots l?a rest in the upper recesses 
9 upon the upper faces of the other extensions 
811. 

It will be noted in the drawing that the side 
3 is provided with three tongues 8 and exten 
sions 8a and the side to with only two. It is 
of course understood that the number of these 
tongues and extensions may be varied according 
to the height of the rack, it is however preferable 
that the same number of tongues and exten 
sions and their cooperating slots ma be pro 
vided on both sides of the‘ rack. The slots Illa 
may either be L-shaped as shown in Figures 1 
and 2, or if preferred, they may be made as 
shown in the modi?cation illustrated in Figure 5 
wherein the slots Hlaa are completely encircled 
by portions of the back 4. In either case the 
method of assembly remains the same. 

While the base 2 is shown sloping downward 
somewhat toward the rear it may be horizontally 
arranged if preferred. In either case however I 
?nd it advisable to arrange the back 4 at right 
angles to the base so that when the latter is 
slightly inclined as above stated the back is then 



2 
correspondingly rearwardly inclined towards the 
top. 
While in the foregoing the preferred, construc 

tions have been described and shown, it is un 
derstood that alterations and modi?cations may 
be made thereto provided these alterations and 
modi?cations fall within the scope of the ap 
pended claims. 7 

What I claim is: . 
1. A collapsible ?ling rack comprising a base, 

two sides and a back, the base having a slot 
formed in its front margin adjacent each lateral 
extremity and its rear margin forwardly and out 

10 

wardly stepped at its lateral extremities, the sides - 
having substantially horizontal slots formed 
therethrough intermediately of their ,length to 
receive the lateral margins of the base, the trans 
verse walls of the base slots seating adjacent the ‘ 
front extremities of the side slots and the rear 
extremities of said side slots receiving the steps‘ 
formed upon the base, the sides also having 
vertically ‘aligned, and rearwardly projecting 
tongues extending through slots formed in the 
said back, and said back projecting laterally out 
ward beyond said sides. 

, -2.. A collapsible ?ling rack comprising a base, 
two sides and a back, the sides being substan 
tially horizontally slotted to'receive and support 
the lateral extremities of the base, coacting 
means integral with the base and sides prevent 
ingthei-r accidental disengagement, the sides also 
having vertically aligned rearward extensions 
terminating in upwardly projecting tongues 
thereby forming upwardly open recesses between 
the tongues and the rear, edge faces of the sides, 
theiback having vertically aligned rows of slots 
formed therethrough, the bottom slots in the 
back extending upwardly from its lower margin, 
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the upper transverse walls of saidbottom slots 
resting in said recesses upon the bottom ex- I 
tensions, the other back slots permitting passage 
of the upper tongues therethrough, the upper 
transverse walls of said other back slots resting 
in the upper of said recesses and upon the upper 
extensions, and said back extending laterally 
outward beyond said sides. 

3. A collapsible ?ling rack comprising four ?at 
pieces of material includinga base, two sides and 
a back, the base having a slot formed in its front 
margin adjacent each lateral extremity and its 
rear margin being forwardly and outwardly 
stepped at its lateral extremities, the sides hav 
ing substantially horizontal slots formed there 
through intermediately of their length through 
which the lateral margins of the base extend, the 
transverse walls of the base slots seating adjacent 
the front extremities of the side slots and the 
rear extremities of said side slots receiving the 
steps formed upon thebase, the sides also having 
vertically aligned rearward extensions terminat 
ing in upwardly projecting tongues thereby form 
ing upwardly open recesses between the tongues 
andv the rear edge faces of the sides the back 
having vertically aligned rows of slots formed 
therethrough, the vbottom slots in the back ex 
tending upwardly from its lower margin, the 
upper transverse walls of said bottom slots lying 
in the lower recesses and resting upon the bottom 
extensions, the other back slots permitting pas 
sage of the upper tongues therethrough, the up 
per transverse walls of said other back slots 
resting in the upper recesses and upon the upper 
extensions, and said back extending laterally 
outward beyond said sides. 
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